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    Abstract

        
            A group interview conducted on geothermal/hydrothermal (liquid dominated) energy suitable for generating electricity and/or direct heat applications is analyzed. The group was composed of representatives of the following types of organizations: electric utilities, geothermal developers, industrial process heat users, engineering consultants, equipment manufacturers, environmentalist, regulatory commission, and financial institutions. The analysis is divided into three subjects, commercial feasibility, future market potential, the relative importance of barriers to commercialization, and the proper role of the Federal Government. (MHR)
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                    Commercialization focus group interview: gas from unconventional sources. Summary report

                    
                        Technical Report

                    A group interview conducted on the subject of gas from unconventional sources is summarized. Sources examined included geopressurized methane, tight sands, Devonian shale, and coalbed methane. The group did not feel that there were any technological barriers to the development of any of these sources. They are all viewed as commercially feasible but they are more costly than present sources of natural gas. Group participants felt that involvement by the Federal government inhibits rather than stimulates progress insofar as the development and shale of natural gas is concerned. Private industry feels that if it were allowed to operate without intervention,more » it could effect solutions more quickly and economically. Companies would follow a variety of different actions depending on their own expertise and the competitive market situation.« less
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                    Commercialization focus group interview: medium and low Btu coal gassification

                    
                        Technical Report

                    DOE's background papers indicate that the technology necessary for commercialization of medium and low Btu coal gasification is available. All of the respondents agree with this statement. The primary barrier to commercialization of these technologies in today's environment is financial. Until natural gas prices are deregulated and allowed to find their equilibrium level, other sources of fuel, will remain economically unfeasible. While even in a free-market situation, many respondents believe that fuel from coal gasification will remain more expensive than natural gas and natural gas will continue to be the preferred fuel, they believe that industry will be more thanmore » willing to shift to coal gasification because of its low priority for allocation of natural gas, and willing to pay a premium for a guaranteed, uninterruptable source of fuel. These respondents see medium and low Btu coal gas as that fuel and with a larger potential market than predicted by DOE. The federal government is seen as having a role to play in the commercialization of this fuel alternative, including funding a demonstration unit, guaranteeing loans for a few of the following units and providing protection for industry innovators by establishing an explicit, stable energy policy. The government's policy of price regulation is obviously of extreme importance to people considering the major financial expenditures necessary to make these fuel alternatives commercially available.« less
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                    Commercialization focus group interview: electric/hybrid vehicles. Summary report

                    
                        Technical Report

                    A group of experts met on July 31, 1978 to discuss the potential for the commercialization of electric/hybrid vehicles. Most group members feel that technology is available today to produce electric vehicles suitable for some personal and commercial uses. However, commercialization on a scale that would have a significant impact on petroleum usage--and afford vehicle, component, and infrastructure suppliers a profit--will require government incentives, research and development, and time for the research to produce results for the necessary sales, promotion, and service support to be developed. Chances of successful near-term commercialization are considered to be greater in the commercial thanmore » the personal market. An aggressive, leading role by the Federal government will significantly speed up successful commercialization. Three essential elements of this activity are: R and D, demonstration programs, and continuing monitoring of marketplace conditions and program progress against goals. More specifically, government involvement as described by P.L. 94-413 and as practiced to date by DOE is considered appropriate.« less
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                    Commercialization focus group interview: liquid solvent refined coal. Summary report

                    
                        Technical Report

                    In summary, the discussion produced the following conclusions about the feasibility of commercializing the coal liquids technologies: Coal liquids, at the current time, are not considered commercially feasible. In order to be commercially feasible coal liquids must become cost-competitive with oil and gas, a condition which may likely be reached at a much later date than D.O.E. forecast, if at all. This assessment was based on the opinion that D.O.E. forecast assumptions are unduly optimistic with respect to world oil price, future coal price, financing, contingency allowance and on-stream estimate. Aside from the serious questioning of S.R.C.'s commercial viability inmore » either the short or long term, the issue was raised as to whether S.R.C. would represent a good approach to reducing oil imports, even if it were commercially feasible. The reasons for raising this issue included the fact that coal is already a boiler fuel and can be used to directly fuel boilers without suffering the penalties of an expensive process that results in a one-third net energy loss before combustion. Coal will play a much greater role in supplying U.S. energy needs in the future, whether S.R.C. is commercialized or not. It seems wise to question the wisdom of placing on the coal industry the added production demands that S.R.C. would require. On the other hand, the potential market for coal liquids as a boiler fuel is great. The basic purpose of a coal liquids program may be to free the oil and gas now burned as fuel for higher quality uses such as gasoline or petrochemical feedstock. A more attractive prospect than coal liquids may be to make methanol or gasoline from coal.« less
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                    Analysis of the obstacles to financing geothermal hydrothermal commercialization projects and the government programs designed to remove them

                    
                        Technical Report

                    The risks associated with geothermal hydrothermal commercialization are broken down into five categories: resource risk; technological risk; regulatory risk; investment parity risks; and institutional risk aversion. The impact of each risk upon geothermal financing is assessed. The federal government's programs to provide financial incentives for geothermal development are presented as follows: tax incentives; indirect financial incentives programs; direct grant/cost-sharing programs; and attempts at reducing regulatory risk through the enactment of legal and institutional reforms. (MHR)
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